New experimental data about proton-proton collisions obtained at the LHC allow to widen strongly the energy interval where one gets some knowledge about the structure of their interaction region.
Introduction
In this paper, I concentrate on two problems which became of topical interest nowadays in connection to experiments on particle interactions done at the highest available energies of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in CERN (Switzerland). To be more definite, our knowledge of the shape and opacity of the interaction region of two colliding protons and the behavior of their elastic scattering amplitude at various transferred momenta will be discussed.
I try to present them in a way most adoptable for newcomers. The general common approach to both problems considering the irrefutable statement that the total probability of all possible processes must be equal to 1 will be used. It is called the unitarity condition and will be applied to information stemming from experiment about the elastic scattering of protons at small angles within the diffraction cone for the first problem and at larger angles outside it for the second problem. The generality of the approach guarantees the certainty of the obtained results. At the same time, surely, it can not substitute the knowledge of the dynamics of the process but helps get some interesting conclusions about the problems to be approached. That is especially important in view of the limited applications of QCD to quantitative description of experimental data. In addition, some results of the phenomenological models are briefly discussed and confronted to our conclusions as well. The usage in the present paper only these two indubitable ingredients -the unitarity condition and experimental results about the elastic scattering -is decisive for the confidence in derived conclusions.
Why are these problems so important?
The knowledge of the elastic scattering amplitude in the wide range of energies and scattering angles would provide some guides for QCD which is practically unapplied yet to this process. Several attempts to use diagrams of elastic scattering of hadrons containing incoherent quarks and gluons were done only in the asymptotical freedom regime of QCD at large transverse momenta with some phenomenological arguments added. Probably, the small angle scattering would ask for account of coherent states of partons in initial protons. The lack of this knowledge prevents further progress in this field. Any guesses from experiment about the behavior of real and imaginary parts of the amplitude are very desirable.
The parton content of hadrons and their spatial interaction region help visualize the collision processes and compare them at different energies. The decisive role is here played by our knowledge of elastic scattering at rather small angles in the diffraction cone. Herefrom we learn about the special regime with the black central core of the interaction region of protons with the total energy in the center of mass system 7 TeV observed at the LHC. In particular, this knowledge helps in developing some models of inelastic processes when their contribution to the unitarity relation is disentangled from elastic terms. Moreover, the further evolution of the spatial region with energy can be speculated so that it leads to some intriguing predictions.
Definite conclusions about transverse momentum dependence (but, unfortunately, not about energy dependence) of the elastic scattering amplitude at larger angles were obtained from the unitarity condition albeit with some adjustable parameters. Fits of experimental data in this region ask for strongly enlarged role of real part of the amplitude compared to the diffraction cone. What concerns phenomenological models, their first attempts to predict the outcome of LHC experiments outside the diffraction cone failed. Their special feature is zero of the imaginary part at the position of the dip of the differential cross section. No such zero is required by the unitarity condition. Till now, there is no definite consensus of these approaches about the behavior of the elastic scattering amplitude there.
Main facts and relations
Colliding high energy hadrons can either scatter elastically when only two of them appear at the final stage without changing their nature or produce some new particles in inelastic processes. Kinematics of elastic scattering is very simple. It is described by two variables: the squared total energy s = 4E 2 , where E is the energy of one of partners in the center of mass system, and the four-momentum transfer squared −t = 2p 2 (1 − cos θ) with θ denoting the scattering angle and p the momentum in the center of mass system. For inelastic processes the kinematics is much more complicated. Therefore, to avoid some complications, it is quite natural to try to get at the first stage some knowledge about the dynamics of the whole process approaching from the analysis of elastic scattering and using such general relation as the unitarity condition. It follows from the irrefutable statement that the total probability of all (elastic + inelastic) processes should be equal to 1. In this way it relates these two channels of the reaction albeit in rather average integrated form. It is the mainstream of the approach adopted in the present paper.
The experimental data about elastic scattering at a given energy are not very abundant. The only information about this process comes from the measurement of the differential cross section as a function of the transferred momentum at the experimentally available values of t and of the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the elastic scattering amplitude f (s, t) ρ(s, t) = Ref (s, t)/Imf (s, t) just in forward direction t = 0 ρ(s, 0) = ρ 0 but not at any other values of t. The latter one is obtained from studies of interference between the nuclear and Coulomb contributions to the amplitude f which becomes practically noticable only in the near-forward direction.
The differential cross section is related to the scattering amplitude f (s, t) in a following way
Thus, from measurements of the differential cross section at any energy of colliding particles we get the knowledge only about the modulus of the amplitude at the experimentally available values of t. The typical shapes of the differential cross section at small and larger values of |t| are demonstrated in Fig. 1 for the LHC energy √ s=7 TeV borrowed from [1, 2] . The most prominent feature of the plots in Fig. 1 is the fast decrease of the differential cross section with increasing transferred momentum |t|. As a first approximation at present energies, it can be described at comparatively small transferred momenta in Fig. 1(left) by the exponential shape with the slope B such that
where σ t denotes the total cross section. This region is called the diffraction peak. The peak becomes higher and its width shrinks with increasing energy because both the cross section and the slope increase with energy. The slope slightly depends on t if more careful fits of experimental data are attempted as seen in Fig. 1(left) . It diminishes somewhat at energies up to ISR with increasing transferred momentum while starts increasing at the LHC energy 7 TeV (see Fig. 1(left) ). Moreover, some oscillations around the exponent were found [3] at the energy √ s ≈ 11 GeV. The review of the early data can be found in [4] . Interesting by themselves, these details will be not very important further for our approach because the integrals of (2) will be used where they can be accounted by slight variation of B. In fact, the values of B at |t| < 0.3 GeV 2 are important. At larger values of |t| outside the peak we observe the dip and slower decrease of the plots with |t| compared to the diffraction cone (see Fig.  1(right) ). Let us note that the normalization of the amplitude is fixed by Eqs (1), (2) .
To disentangle the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude from the ratio ρ, one needs the help from theorists. From the theoretical side, the most reliable information comes from the unitarity condition. The unitarity of the S-matrix SS + =1 imposes definite requirements on the amplitude of elastic scattering f (s, t) and amplitudes of inelastic processes M i . In the s-channel it looks [5, 6] like
The region of integration in (3) is given by the conditions
The non-linear integral term represents the two-particle intermediate states of the incoming particles. The function
represents the shadowing contribution of the inelastic processes to the imaginary part of the elastic scattering amplitude. Following [7] it is called the overlap function. This terminology is ascribed to it because the integral there defines the overlap within the corresponding phase space dΦ i between the matrix element M i of the i-th inelastic channel and its conjugated counterpart with the collision axis of initial particles turned by the angle θ of proton scattering in the elastic process. At t = 0 it leads to the optical theorem
and to the general statement that the total cross section is the sum of cross sections of elastic and inelastic processes
i.e., that the total probability of all processes is equal to one. That allows to estimate the real and imaginary parts separately just in forward direction t = 0 after the values of ρ 0 and σ t are measured.
The real and imaginary parts of the amplitude are, in general, related at any t by the dispersion relations as parts of a single analytic function. This approach was used for predictions of the energy behavior of ρ 0 and was only successful at the qualitative level because its accuracy depends on extrapolations of Imf (s, 0) and, consequently, of σ t to higher energies. The similar treatment at the arbitrary values of t asks for some additional assumptions, and the conclusions strongly depend on them.
The theoretical approaches differ in ascribing different roles for the relative contributions of real and imaginary parts at t = 0. Unfortunately, the available tools are rather moderate and can not exploit the power of QCD at full strength. Elastic scattering implies that the same hadrons are observed in the final state. It means that the partons inside them acted collectively while the QCD methods are applicable to incoherent interactions of individual partons at high transferred momenta. Therefore, the phenomenological models and some insights from the unitarity relation are mostly used.
We also know from experiment the energy behavior of real and imaginary parts of the amplitude (or their ratio ρ(s, 0) = ρ 0 ) in forward direction t = 0. At high energies this ratio is rather small. For proton-proton scattering, it is negative at lower energies (reaching the values about -0.3), becomes equal to zero at energies about 100 GeV, exhibits a positive maximum and diminishes to about 0.1 at LHC energy 7 TeV. Most phenomenological models aim to fit experimental data about the differential cross section and the ratio ρ(s, 0) in a wide energy range and to predict them at higher energies. Up to now, we can not claim that the desired aim has been achieved as seen, in particular, in Fig. 1(right) where the failure of predictions of five theoretical models at 7 TeV is shown even though all of them were quite successful at lower energies.
This situation is described in more details in the review paper [6] . I will not repeat it here. Instead, I concentrate on the described above two important problems.
The geometry of the interaction region
The structure of protons is one of the main problems in particle physics. It is well known [8] that up to now there exists the ≈ 7σ disagreement between the proton charge radius determined from muonic hydrogen and from electron-proton systems: atomic hydrogen and ep elastic scattering. In deep inelastic electron-proton collisions the partonic structure of protons is successfully studied. The point-like nature is ascribed to the colliding electron. Therefore, the interaction region is defined by the proton size. Its size and opacity (or darkness) are determined by the Fourier-image of the generalized parton distribution functions of protons depending on the total energy and the virtuality of the exchanged photon measured in experiment. Both the size and the opacity evolve with energy because the parton content of the proton evolves.
In proton-proton as well as in proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions, both objects possess some complicated internal structure. The partons of one of them can interact with many partons from another one distributed somehow within some space volume. Moreover, there can be coherent interactions of some groups of partons. Therefore, it is hard to disentangle the individual contributions. The correlation femtoscopy, using its correspondence to the well known in astrophysics Hanbury-Brown and Twiss intensity interferometry, is widely applied for studies of the space-time structure in inelastic processes. The correlations between the momenta of newly created particles (mostly, pions) reveal the space structure of the interaction region. This technique is especially successful in applications to nuclei but meets some problems [9] for smaller objects like protons connected with the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. The uncertainty limit is about 1 fm for the current high energy experiments. The coherence of individual sources should be taken into account for such systems.
Here, we show that it is possible to study the space structure of the interaction region of colliding protons even at smaller distances using the information about their elastic scattering. The transverse size of this region will be discussed. We do not consider the longitudinal and time sizes because they are strongly related to the model dependent suppositions of the partonic structure of protons (the relative contributions of partons with definite shares of the longitudinal momentum). In fact, the role of the generalized parton distribution functions integrated over the longitudinal momenta is to be studied. Experimental results about properties of the diffraction cone, which automatically account for nonperturbative dynamics of the process and coherence of unknown internal sources, define main features of the transverse structure. The parameters obtained from experimental data about elastic processes are directly related to such properties of this region as its transverse size and opacity (or blackness). Their energy dependence determines its evolution with collision energy.
To define the geometry of the collision we must express all characteristics presented by the angle θ and the transferred momentum t in terms of the transverse distance between the centers of the colliding protons called the impact parameter b. It is easily done by the Fourier -Bessel transform of the amplitude f which retranslates the momentum data to the transverse space features and is written as
The unitarity condition in the b-representation reads
The left-hand side (the overlap function in b-representation) describes the transverse impact-parameter profile of inelastic collisions of protons. It is just the Fourier -Bessel transform of the overlap function g. It satisfies the inequalities 0 ≤ G(s, b) ≤ 1 and determines how absorptive is the interaction region depending on the impact parameter (with G = 1 for the full absorption and G = 0 for the complete transparency). The profile of elastic processes is determined by the subtrahend in Eq. (9) . If G(s, b) is integrated over the impact parameter, it leads to the cross section of inelastic processes. The terms on the right-hand side would produce the total cross section and the elastic cross section, correspondingly, as it should be according to Eq.
. The overlap function is often shown in relation with the opacity (or the eikonal phase) s, b) ). Thus, the full absorption corresponds to Ω = ∞ and the complete transparency to Ω = 0. The diffraction cone contributes mostly to the Fourier -Bessel transform of the amplitude. Using the above formulae, one can write the dimensionless Γ as
Here, the diffraction cone approximation (2) is inserted. Herefrom, one calculates
where we introduce the dimensionless ratio of the cone slope to the total cross section
This dependence on the impact parameter was used, in particular, in [10] . Possible small deviations from the exponential behavior (see, e.g., [3, 4] ) inside the cone do not practically change the value of the integral contribution. The differential cross section is quite small outside the diffraction peak and also does not influence the impact parameter profile G. Therefore, our task happens to be practically independent of the second problem. As was mentioned, the ratio ρ(s, t) is very small at t = 0 and, at the beginning, we neglect it and get
For central collisions with b = 0 it gives This formula is very important because it follows from it that the darkness at the very center is fully determined by the parameter Z, i.e. by the ratio of two experimentally measured characteristics -the width of the diffraction cone to the total cross section. Their energy evolution defines the evolution of the absorption value. It becomes completely absorptive G(s, 0) = 1 in the center only at Z = 1 and diminishes for other values of Z.
In the Table, we show the energy evolution of Z and G(s, 0) for pp and pp scattering as calculated from experimental data about the total cross section and the diffraction cone slope at corresponding energies. Let us point out that starting from ISR energies the value of Z decreases systematically and at LHC energies becomes equal to 1 within the accuracy of measurements of B and σ t .
The impact parameter distribution of G(s, b) (13) has the maximum at b At Z = 1, the maximum is positioned exactly at b = 0, and the absorption is absolutely strong there G(s, 0) = 1. The disk center becomes impenetrable (black).
At Z < 1, the maximum shifts to positive physical impact parameters. The dip is formed at the center that leads to the concave shape of the inelastic interaction region. It becomes deeper at smaller Z. The limiting value Z = 0.5 leading to the complete transparency at the center b = 0 is considered in more details below.
The maximum absorption in central collisions G(s, 0) = 1 is reached at the critical point Z = 1 which is the case at the LHC energy √ s = 7 TeV as seen from the Table. Therefore it is considered first. Moreover, the strongly absorptive core of the interaction region grows in size as we see from Fig. 2 . The overlap function G(s, b) at 7 TeV (upper curve) [11] compared to those at ISR energies 23.5 GeV and 62.5 GeV (all of them are computed by using the fit of experimental data according to the phenomenological model [12] ). expansion of Eq. (13) at small impact parameters:
The second term proportional to b 2 vanishes at Z = 1, and G(b) develops a plateau which extends to quite large values of b about 0.4 -0.5 fm. The plateau is very flat because the third term starts to play any role at 7 TeV (where B ≈ 20 GeV −2 ) only at even larger values of b. The structure of the interaction region with a central core at energies 7 -8 TeV is also supported (see Fig. 2 , where it is compared with corresponding structures at ISR energies) by direct computation [11] using the experimental data of the TOTEM collaboration [1, 2] about the differential cross section in the region of |t| ≤ 2.5 GeV 2 . The results of analytical calculations according to (13) and the direct computation practically coincide (see Fig. 1 in [13] ). It was also shown in [13] that this two-component structure with the central black core and more transparent periphery is well fitted by the expression with the abrupt (Heaviside-like) change of the exponential. However, it is still pretty far from the black disk limit because the peripheral region at b near 1 fm is very active and shows strong increase compared to ISR energies [11] . This Fig. 3 . The difference between the overlap functions at different energies [11, 12] . Dash-dotted curve is for 7 TeV and 23.5 GeV energies, solid curve is for 62.5 GeV and 23.5 GeV. Conclusion: The parton density at the periphery strongly increases! is demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the difference ∆G(b) = G(s 1 , b) − G(s 2 , b) between the overlap functions at different energies s 1 and s 2 is displayed. The lower plot in Fig. 3 , obtained in [12] , demonstrates that even within the quaite narrow interval of ISR energies the role of peripheral interactions with the impact parameters about 1 fm increases in inelastic processes with energy increase. Even more spectacular is the peripheral increase when one comes from ISR to LHC energies as seen in the upper plot in Fig. 3 . Moreover, the darkness of the central core strongly increases in Figs 2 and 3 that becomes especially important as we discuss below.
The diffraction cone contributes mostly to G(s, b). Therefore, the large-|t| elastic scattering can not serve as an effective trigger of the black core.
Inelastic exclusive processes can be more effectively used for this purpose. One needs such triggers which enhance the contribution due to the central black core. Following the suggestions of [10, 14] , it becomes possible [13] to study the details of the central core using the experimental data of CMS collaboration at 7 TeV about inelastic collisions with high multiplicity triggered by the hadron jet production [15] as well as some other related data. Triggers (charged particles or jets) with large transverse momenta are produced in central collisions. Therefore, the black plateau in the central part of the interaction region with b < 0.4 − 0.5 fm should result in the corresponding plateau of the charged particle density in the transverse region 60 0 < |∆φ| < 120 0 defined as follows
where N tr ch is the charged particle multiplicity in the transverse region, ∆η is the pseudorapidity range studied, ∆(∆φ) is the azimuthal width of the transverse region. This is really the case as shown in Fig. 4 . Let us explain Fig. 4 . Charged-particle density in the transverse region as a function of p T of leading object [13] (CMS -charged-particle jet, ALICE -charged particle). CMS analyses particles with p T > 0.5 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4, ALICE -with p T > 0.5 GeV/c and |η| < 0.8.
it. Starting from large transverse momenta of triggers on the righthand side of Fig. 4 and going to the left, we somehow feel at the beginning the central region from b = 0 to the end of the plateau. Then the density of accompanying particles in the transverse region should not change until we approach the end of it. The difference in positions of the decrease in the two plots is defined by the difference in the choice of the leading trigger for two collaborations. The flat dependence of µ tr on p T shows that activity in the transverse region is independent of hard process scale, provided that scale is hard enough that all proton-proton interactions are central. Some other characteristics of such inelastic processes considered in [13] support this conclusion. Usage of very high multiplicity events in combination with jet properties is crucial. In particular, significant reduction of jet rate at very high multiplicities compared to MC predictions asks for new inputs in the models. Separating the core contribution with the help of these triggers, one comes to the important conclusion that the simple increase of the geometrical overlap area of the colliding protons does not account for properties of jet production at very high multiplicities. It looks as if the parton (gluon) density must strongly increase in central collisions and rare configurations (fluctuations) of the partonic structure of protons are involved. The correlation studies of jets (see, e.g., [16] ) can be used for further femtoscopy of the fine structured system.
It is interesting that the positivity of G(s, b) imposes some limits on the relative role of B and σ t . Namely, it follows from Eq. (14) that
This relation implies that the slope B should increase asymptotically at least as strong as the total cross section σ t . This inequality must be fulfilled even at intermediate energies.
It is usually stated that the equality 2Z = 8πB/σ t = 1 corresponds to the black disk limit with equal elastic and inelastic cross sections σ el = σ in = 0.5σ t . Beside this equality, the scattering on the black disk should result in the special non-exponential shape of the differential cross section of the type
It possesses a zero at |t| ≈ 3.67/B if the relation R 2 = 4B is used. At the energy 7 TeV this zero should be placed at |t| = 0.3 GeV 2 . That is not confirmed by experiment as well as the equality of cross sections of elastic and inelastic collisions.
In principle, one can not exclude possible fast change of the regime of the exponential decrease in the diffraction cone (2) by a new one. The appearance of another, more steep exponent at the end of the diffraction cone in Fig. 1 (left) at 7 TeV and the noticable shift of the dip position to smaller transferred momenta at LHC compared to lower energies could be the first signs of it.
Nevertheless, we continue to study the situation assuming that the exponential regime valid up to LHC will persist at higher energies. One sees from Eq. (14) that G(s, b = 0) = 0, i.e. the interaction region is completely transparent in central collisions. Surely, one should not call it as a black disk. This paradox is resolved [17] if we write the inelastic profile of the interaction region using Eq. (13) . At Z = 0.5 it looks like
We see that one must rename the black disk as a black torus (or a black ring if we consider its two-dimensional projection) with full absorption G(s, b m ) = 1 at the impact parameter b m = R √ 0.5 ln 2 ≈ 0.59R, complete transparency at Paradoxically enough, it pushes us back to the early suggestions that inelastic processes are more peripheral (recall the one-pion exchange model!) than elastic scattering which is a shadow of inelastic interactions (more pions exchanged). This tendency is clearly seen already at present energies as demonstrated in Fig. 3 . We stress that the total region of proton interactions keeps the Gaussian shape described by the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (13) . The Gaussian shape is preserved for the elastic profile as well but with the twice steeper exponent (see Eqs (19) , (13)).
What concerns the longitudinal distances, it is commonly believed according to the parton model that they are much larger than the transverse size, especially for soft partons. Then the region of inelastic interactions would remind not a torus, but a tube, at the center of which only elastically scattered protons fly.
The plateau of G(b) at small b was confirmed in [18] as shown in Fig.  5 . However, an additional substructure is mentioned there. The function G inel = 0.25G at 7 TeV, plotted there, slightly decreases at b = 0 compared to its values at b=0.1 -0.3 fm (compare the numerical values shown in the Figure) . This could be an indication that Z becomes somewhat less than 1 already at 7 TeV and the transition to the concave shape starts at this energy. At the same time, no decrease is seen in Fig. 2 . This disagreement is especially surprising because the same model [12] was used in papers [11, 18] to fit experimental results at 7 TeV. However, we see that the excess at impact parameters 0.1 -0.3 fm compared to the center pointed out in [18] is so small that it can be explained either by insufficient precision in determining the values of B and σ t (and, consequently, of Z) and also by inaccuracy in account for different scales or by different procedures adopted in the papers [11, 18] for extrapolations to the ranges of transferred momenta where there are no experimental data yet.
Thus it seems too early to make any (even preliminary) statements. However, the comparison of the results of [11] and [18] shows that we are in the critical regime of elastic scattering at 7 TeV as was pointed out in [17] . Let us stress that at good precision of experimental data the proposed approach allows to analyse the fine structure of the core of the interaction region at the very small scales in distinction to the less precise correlation methods. Therefore we should pay special attention to evolution of the parameter Z at higher energy of 13 TeV which will become available soon. The especially precise measurements of the diffraction cone slope B and the total cross section σ t would be very desirable.
Another consequence of Eq. (14) follows from study of energy evolution of G(s, 0) shown in the Table. In connection with the torus-like concave structure, it is interesting to point out the value of Z = 0.64 or G(s, 0) = 0.68 at √ s = 2.70 GeV and maximum 1 at b 2 m = 4B ln 2. However, at this rather low energy the whole analysis should be redone with account of the diffraction cone behavior, total cross section and the value of the ratio ρ. One also notices that, in the energy interval 4 GeV< √ s < 8 GeV, the values of Z are slightly larger than 1 so that the values of G(s, 0) are smaller but very close to 1. These facts ask for further studies in the energy interval 2.7 GeV< √ s < 8 GeV especially in view of proposed experiments in Protvino. The dark core must be smaller at lower energies than at LHC because of smaller values of B. Moreover, the contribution due to the real part of the amplitude is larger at these energies as well as larger |t| beyond the diffraction cone can be important. It looks as if the interaction region becomes black at the center b = 0 but at higher energies up to ISR loses this property trying to restore it at the LHC.
In principle, the positivity of the inelastic cross section
admits the value of Z as small as 0.25 which corresponds to σ el = σ t and σ in = 0. However, this possibility looks unphysical and has no interpretation in terms of the eikonal (blackness).
Elastic scattering at non-forward direction
This problem attracts special attention since 60th when the experimental data about the differential cross section at high energies and rather large transferred momenta appeared for the first time. It was observed that the exponential t-regime in the diffraction cone is replaced by the exponential √ t-regime at larger angles. The latter region of angles was called the Orear region in the name of its investigator.
Theoretically, it can be approached considering the unitarity condition (3) directly in s, t-variables. It was shown a long time ago [5, 19] that the imaginary part of the amplitude f outside the diffraction cone can be derived from the general unitarity condition (3) which is reduced there to the inhomogeneous linear integral equation
where r ρ = 1 + ρ(s, 0)ρ(s, θ 1 ). This reduction becomes possible because the contribution from asymmetrical configuration of scattering angles in the first term of Eq. (3) dominates due to the steep Gaussian fall-off inside the diffraction cone. Because of the sharp fall off of the amplitude with angle, the principal contribution to the integral arises from a narrow region around the line θ 1 + θ 2 ≈ θ. Therefore one of the amplitudes should be inserted at small angles within the cone as a Gaussian while another one is kept at angles outside it.
It can be solved analytically (for more details see [5, 19] ) with two assumptions that the role of the overlap function g(p, θ) is negligible outside the diffraction cone and the function r ρ may be approximated by a constant, i.e. ρ(θ 1 ) = ρ l =const.
Let us assume that the overlap function is negligible at these transferred momenta 1 . Then, the eigensolution of the homogeneous linear integral equa-tion is
This expression contains the exponentially decreasing with θ (or |t|) term (Orear regime!) with imposed on it oscillations much stronger damped by their own exponential factors b n compared to the first term. The critical role in the exponent of the first leading term which determines the rate of decrease of the differential cross section is again played by the widely used above parameter Z (12). The oscillating terms become pronounced only at smaller angles and reveal themselves as the dip in the vicinity of the diffraction cone. The elastic scattering differential cross section outside the diffraction cone (in the Orear regime region) is
with the parameters p 1 and p 2 tightly related to C 0 and C 1 . Namely this formula was used in Refs [22, 21] for fits of experimental data about differential cross sections in a wide energy range. The ratio ρ was approximated by its average values in and outside the diffraction cone so that r ρ = 1 + ρ 0 ρ l where ρ l is treated as the average value of ρ in the Orear region. The fits at comparatively low energies [22] are consistent with r ρ ≈ 1, i.e., with small values of ρ l close to zero. When Z = 1, as it happens at 7 TeV (see the Table above), the exponent of the main first term is very sensitive to the value of ρ l outside the diffraction cone. For the first time, that allowed to estimate the value of ρ in the Orear region at 7 TeV [21] . The great surprise of the fit of TOTEM data was necessity to use the large processes move mainly inside narrow angular cones along the directions of the primary hadrons. Therefore, the geometrical overlap of two narrow cones, whose axes are turned by the comparatively large angle θ, is negligibly small. Moreover, it was shown to be valid [20, 21] by direct computation of the overlap function from experimental data in a wide energy interval up to LHC energies.
(in modulus) negative value of ρ l ≈ −2.1 if ρ 0 = 0.14 (as it was at ISR energies). Otherwise, the slope of the first term of Eq. (22) in the Orear region would be predicted to be equal to zero (constancy!) if Z = 1 and r ρ = 1. It becomes larger in modulus ρ l ≈ −3 if the TOTEM value ρ 0 = 0.1 obtained at 7 TeV is used. Moreover, these values of ρ l can be considered as upper limits because the effective value of ρ 0 inside the diffraction cone can be even smaller in view of its widely discussed zero there. No models have yet explained this finding. Further progress in solving the unitarity equation with proper dependence of ρ in and outside the diffraction cone is needed.
The slope of the differential cross section in the Orear region becomes a very sensitive indicator of the mutual behavior of Z and ρ l . Possible decrease of the value of Z with increasing energy and transition to the torus regime, discussed above, would ask for further evolution of the ratio ρ to increasing in modulus negative values.
The predictive power of the solution (22) lies in its exponential behavior in |t| with quite definite analytically calculable exponent and imposed on it oscillations. Unfortunately, one can not definitely state where its bounds on the t-axis are and has to rely on accuracy of fits within some range of t. Nevertheless, as was mentioned above, some important estimates of the value of ρ in the Orear region have been done. Another shortcoming of the of the solution (22) is its ignorance of the energy dependence. Therefore, no predictions are made concerning higher energies. Not only the normalization coefficients C 0 , C n are unknown but the exponent of the leading term suffers also from unpredictable energy behavior of B, σ t and r ρ . Only with results on B, σ t obtained from experiment at higher energies it is possible to estimate the ratio ρ in the Orear region assuming it to be constant in there.
In parallel, there exists a variety of phenomenological models with numerous adjustable parameters which were proposed in attempts to describe experimental data. The theoretical arguments in favour of them and their main features are reviewed in some detail in [6] . Most of them describe quite well (albeit with some precaution) the behavior of the differential cross section in the diffraction cone. Therefore, if applied to the problem, they would reproduce the main features of the shape of the interaction region discussed in the previous section. The imaginary part of the amplitude dominates in there. At the same time, they failed in their predictions at 7 TeV in the Orear region as shown in Fig. 1(right) . The main problem lies in their inability to predict the energy dependence of adjustable parameters. Only some qualitative guesses can be used. Surely, it is much easier to use such guesses and to fit these parameters by the newly available data. That is what was successfully done a'posteriori, for example, in papers [11, 18, 23] . First two of them used the model [12] proposed a long ago, while a completely new form of the amplitude was analyzed in [23] .
Independently of success or failure of these models in describing the Orear region, all of them have a common heuristic feature. To explain such prominent characteristics of the differential cross section as the dip (see Fig.  1(right) ), they have to assume that it originates at the transferred momentum t where the imaginary part of the amplitude (dominating until then within the diffraction cone!) becomes equal to zero. The real part contributes in the dip to the differential cross section. The models differ in the numbers of zeros in real and imaginary parts and in their positions except the definitely fixed t-value at the dip. As an example, I show in Fig. 6 the corresponding graphs obtained for the model [23] . The zero of the imaginary part at the dip position is marked as Z I . It is its only zero. The real part possesses two zeros. One of them, Z R (1), lies within the diffraction cone. This zero is typical for many models and was somehow envisaged in papers [24, 25] even though without definite predictions about its position. Its appearence leads to necessity to diminish the theoretical estimates of the average value of ρ inside the cone which enters in the soluion (22) as ρ 0 but should be treated, strictly speaking, as the average value of ρ inside the cone. In its turn, that would lead to larger (in modulus) values of ρ l as discussed above. The peculiar feature of the model [23] is that the real part crosses the abscissa axis and possesses the second zero Z R (2). Therefore, the ratio ρ becomes negative in the Orear region albeit not large (in modulus) enough to correspond to estimates done in the unitarity approach. Anyway, there is some correspondence between them at the qualitative level. Other models have usually single zeros of real and imaginary parts and can not get the negative values of ρ in the Orear region. Probably, this is the origin of their failure in predicting the LHC results.
It is worthwhile here to stress that no zeros of the imaginary part are predicted in the unitarity approach. The dip is explained [21] as the contribution of the oscillatory terms in (22) whose role increases at smaller transferred momenta. At the same time, one should critically remark that fits of the differential cross section in the Orear region with the help of the imaginary part of the amplitude only becomes selfcontradictory after the conclusion about the large value of ρ l in there is obtained. No consensus has been reached yet between these two approaches. In general, one can state that until now the t-dependence of real and imaginary parts is not understood theoretically.
Conclusions
The usage of the indubitable general principle -the unitarity condition in combination with experimental results about the elastic scattering in the diffraction cone makes it possible to reveal the space image of the interaction region of protons and its evolution with energy as well as to estimate for the first time the average value of the real part of the elastic scattering amplitude beyond the diffraction cone.
The behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the elastic scattering amplitude as functions of energy s and transferred momentum t completely defines the properties of this process and, in some way, influences the properties of inelastic processes through the unitarity requirement. Our knowledge of this behavior is still quite limited. QCD methods do not work. The general QCD statements and phenomenological models are usually considered.
It is shown that the geometrical space shape of the interaction region of protons is mainly determined by their elastic scattering at small angles. The absorption at its center is determined by a single energy-dependent parameter Z. The region of full absorption extends to quite large impact parameters up to 0.5 fm if Z tends to 1. This happens at the LHC energy √ s = 7 TeV where the two-scale (the black central core and the more transparent peripheral region) structure of the interaction region of protons becomes well pronounced. That leads to special consequences both for elastic and inelastic processes. The behavior of Z at higher energies is especially important for the evolution of the geometry of the interaction region. Some speculations about it result in drastic change of the geometry predicting the tendency for evolution to the completely unexpected torus (tube)-like (or ring-like in two dimensions) configuration.
The value of Z = 1 attained at the LHC energies is also crucial for the behavior of the elastic scattering differential cross section outside the diffraction cone. In this case, its slope there becomes fully defined by the ratio of the real part of the amplitude to its imaginary part which is yet unknown at LHC energies in this range of the transferred momenta. No ways to its direct measurement is foreseen nowadays. Therefore, it is very important that the analysis of experimental data at 7 TeV about the slope of the differential cross section inside the Orear region with the help of the unitarity condition provides the estimate of its average value and reveals that this ratio is negative and surprisingly large in modulus. The predictions of phenomenological models are contradictory in this region of transferred momenta. In general, these models should be checked for their selfconsistency by calculation of the overlap functions g(p, θ) for each of them. This is possible because the integral in the unitarity relation (3) can be computed with both real and imaginary parts of the amplitude for a particular model known. The measurement of the rate of decrease of the differential cross section in the Orear region becomes very important at higher energies because it happens to be very sensitive to the mutual behavior of Z and ρ l with increase of energy.
Thus, the unitarity condition provides us many inspiring guides about hadron interactions which should be taken into account by other approaches.
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